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SPIN 1998-03 From the concert stage to the dressing
room, from the recording studio to the digital realm,
SPIN surveys the modern musical landscape and the
culture around it with authoritative reporting,
provocative interviews, and a discerning critical ear.
With dynamic photography, bold graphic design, and
informed irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate with the
energy of today's most innovative sounds. Whether
covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly
VIP pass to all that rocks.
Merchants of Doubt Naomi Oreskes 2011-10-03 The U.S.
scientific community has long led the world in research
on such areas as public health, environmental science,
and issues affecting quality of life. These scientists
have produced landmark studies on the dangers of DDT,
tobacco smoke, acid rain, and global warming. But at the
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same time, a small yet potent subset of this community
leads the world in vehement denial of these dangers.
Merchants of Doubt tells the story of how a loose-knit
group of high-level scientists and scientific advisers,
with deep connections in politics and industry, ran
effective campaigns to mislead the public and deny wellestablished scientific knowledge over four decades.
Remarkably, the same individuals surface repeatedly-some
of the same figures who have claimed that the science of
global warming is "not settled" denied the truth of
studies linking smoking to lung cancer, coal smoke to
acid rain, and CFCs to the ozone hole. "Doubt is our
product," wrote one tobacco executive. These "experts"
supplied it. Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway,
historians of science, roll back the rug on this dark
corner of the American scientific community, showing how
ideology and corporate interests, aided by a too-
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compliant media, have skewed public understanding of
some of the most pressing issues of our era.
How to Ensnare a Highlander Michelle McLean 2018-02-12
When Lady Elizabet Harding’s family is targeted by the
notorious Highland Highwayman, she finds herself wounded
and an unwelcome guest of the charming outlaw who’d
ruined her reputation earlier that day. Elizabet only
wants to get even for her family’s downfall, but the
more time she spends with the scoundrel, the more
complicated her feelings become. By day, Laird John
MacGregor graces the court of Charles II. By night, he
exacts revenge on his enemies – one of whom is betrothed
to the fiery heiress who has, quite literally, fallen
into his arms. The daughter of one enemy and promised to
another, Elizabet should be the last person John wants.
Yet even as she exasperates him, she is all he has ever
desired for himself. When her life is put in danger, he
will do anything necessary to protect the women he never
expected to love...even if it means they cannot be
together. Each book in the MacGregor Lairds series is
STANDALONE: * How to Lose a Highlander * How to Ensnare
a Highlander * How to Blackmail a Highlander
Corrupt Cities 2000 Much of the devastation caused by
the recent earthquake in Turkey was the result of
widespread corruption between the construction industry
and government officials. Corruption is part of everyday
public life and we tend to take it for granted. However,
preventing corruption helps to raise city revenues,
improve service delivery, stimulate public confidence
and participation, and win elections. This book is
designed to help citizens and public officials diagnose,
investigate and prevent various kinds of corrupt and
illicit behaviour. It focuses on systematic corruption
rather than the free-lance activity of a few lawhopeless-but-not-serious-by-jack-mclean

breakers, and emphasises practical preventive measures
rather than purely punitive or moralistic campaigns.
The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells
1998
The Lady Hellion Joanna Shupe 2015-06-01 When a lady
vigilante seeks the help of a dashing yet reclusive
lord, an amorous adventure begins in this Regency
romance. A rabble rouser for justice, Lady Sophia Barnes
is on a mission to protect the ladies of Madame
Hartley's brothel from a mysterious killer. A master of
deception and disguise, her fate is in her own
hands—along with a loaded gun. All she needs now is
instruction on how to shoot it. But only one person can
help her: Damien Beecham, Viscount Quint, the man who
broke her heart years ago . . . The last thing Lord
Quint needs is an intrusion on his privacy, especially
from the beautiful, exasperating woman he's never
stopped wanting. A woman with a perilously absurd
request, no less! For Damien is fighting a battle of his
own—one has secret as his feelings for Lady Sophia. But
as Sophie’s beauty and persistence break down his
defenses, Quint knows that he will die trying to protect
her. “The romance is delectable as sensual love scenes
balance the well-woven mystery subplot.” —Publishers
Weekly
Variety TV REV 1991-92 17 Prouty 1994-03 First published
in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
Jack Johnson, Rebel Sojourner Theresa Runstedtler
2013-09 Discusses the life and boxing career of Jack
Johnson.
... But I'm Not Racist! Kathy Obear 2018-01-09 Deepen
your Resolve to Live as a Change Agent for Racial
Justice Who would you be if you were no longer afraid
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someone would call you racist? What impact could you
have if you had proven tools and techniques to create
greater racial justice in your organization? For the
past two decades as a speaker and an executive coach,
Dr. Kathy Obear has helped thousands of whites find the
courage to challenge and change the dynamics of racism
in their organizations. Do you stay silent and hold back
for fear of making a mistake? Or making things worse?
Are there times you want to speak up, but don't know how
to interrupt racist dynamics or organizational
practices? Do you sometimes feel alone, like you are the
only one raising issues about racial justice in your
organization? Through engaging stories and concrete
examples and tools, Kathy shares her own personal
struggles and the common challenges many whites face as
they work to create more equitable, inclusive
organizations. Find practical skills and strategies to
move through your fear of being called racist and learn
to: Speak up with greater confidence and clarity Engage
racist comments to deepen learning and facilitate change
Stop feeling so alone and isolated Respond effectively
when colleagues call you racist or criticize your
efforts Develop powerful partnerships to create
meaningful change in your organization Read this book
and find the inspiration and tools to deepen your
resolve to live your values every day as a change agent
for racial justice.
Priest of Lies Peter McLean 2019-07-02 'Peaky Blinders
with swords' (Barnes & Noble), perfect for fans of Mark
Lawrence and Joe Abercrombie. 'The poorer and more
oppressed people are, the weaker they become - until
they just refuse to take it any more. Then they will
rise up, and the gods help their oppressors.' When Tomas
Piety and his Pious Men returned from the war, he just
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wanted to rebuild his crime empire and look after his
people. But the sinister Queen's Men had different ideas
and whether he likes it or not, he's now a spy as well.
Now, half the city of Ellinburg lies in ashes and the
webs of political intrigue are stretching out from the
Queen's capital to pull Tomas in. Dannsburg is calling.
In Dannsburg the nobility fight with words, not blades,
but the results are every bit as bloody. In this pit of
beasts, Tomas must decide once and for all whether he is
truly the people's champion . . . or just a priest of
lies. And as Tomas' power grows, the nobility had better
watch their backs . . .
The Elimination of Morality Anne Maclean 2005-08-12
First published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Freckles Gene Stratton-Porter 2020-04-07 One of the most
beloved characters of the early-twentieth-century from
the American naturalist and bestselling author of A Girl
of the Limberlost. Raised in a Chicago orphanage and
missing one hand, Freckles has survived a harsh
childhood. When he becomes a security guard for a timber
company in Indiana’s Limberlost swamp, he comes to
embrace the beauty of the wilderness and the many
animals he encounters on his daily rounds, finally
finding his place in the world and the courage to open
his heart. One of the most well-known authors of her
time, Gene Stratton-Porter was a nature activist whose
novels reflected her love of the Indiana wetlands she
called home. “There’s a love story, villains, adventure,
close brushes with death, and absolute redemption at the
end—and Freckles learns the secret of his paternity,
which given the romantic conventions of books such as
these, is absolutely glorious.” —Buckeye Muse
Loon Jack McLean 2009-05-19 “Kids like me didn’t go to
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Vietnam,” writes Jack McLean in his compulsively
readable memoir. Raised in suburban New Jersey, he
attended the Phillips Academy in Andover, MA, but
decided to put college on hold. After graduation in the
spring of 1966, faced with the mandatory military draft,
he enlisted in the United States Marine Corps for a twoyear stint. “Vietnam at the time was a country, and not
yet a war,” he writes. It didn’t remain that way for
long. A year later, after boot camp at Parris Island,
South Carolina, and stateside duty in Barstow,
California, the Vietnam War was reaching its peak.
McLean, like most available Marines, was retrained at
Camp Pendleton, California, and sent to Vietnam as a
grunt to serve in an infantry company in the
northernmost reaches of South Vietnam. McLean’s story
climaxes with the horrific three-day Battle for Landing
Zone Loon in June, 1968. Fought on a remote hill in the
northwestern corner of South Vietnam, McLean bore
witness to the horror of war and was forever changed. He
returned home six weeks later to a country largely
ambivalent to his service. Written with honesty and
insight, Loon is a powerful coming-of-age portrait of a
boy who bears witness to some of the most tumultuous
events in our history, both in Vietnam and back home.
Waterstone's Guide to Scottish Books Nick Rennison 1998
More Than This Jay McLean 2015-01-13 When a distressing
discovery on her prom night is followed by devastating
tragedy, Mikayla finds herself turning to Jake, a boy
she barely knows.
The Shadow of a Dream Molly Lavenza 2019-08-29 "Captured
my attention from the very first page." Perfect for fans
of Frewin Jones' The Faerie Path and Aprilynne Pike's
Wings series! Have you ever learned a secret about
yourself that could change your life forever? When a
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mysterious and handsome boy showed up at my high school,
all the girls wanted his attention. But who did he
approach? Plain, less-than-ordinary me! Words like
changeling and dreamseer made my head spin as Declan,
who claims to be my protector, tried to convince me that
I’m actually a creature from the faerie realm, switched
at birth with a human infant who is the true child of my
parents. Should I follow Declan's lead to discover the
truth? How can I not? *this book ends on a cliffhanger*
A River Runs Through It and Other Stories, Twenty-fifth
Anniversary Edition Norman Maclean 2009-08-14 Just as
Norman Maclean writes at the end of "A River Runs
through It" that he is "haunted by waters," so have
readers been haunted by his novella. A retired English
professor who began writing fiction at the age of 70,
Maclean produced what is now recognized as one of the
classic American stories of the twentieth century.
Originally published in 1976, A River Runs through It
and Other Stories now celebrates its twenty-fifth
anniversary, marked by this new edition that includes a
foreword by Annie Proulx. Maclean grew up in the western
Rocky Mountains in the first decades of the twentieth
century. As a young man he worked many summers in
logging camps and for the United States Forest Service.
The two novellas and short story in this collection are
based on his own experiences—the experiences of a young
man who found that life was only a step from art in its
structures and beauty. The beauty he found was in
reality, and so he leaves a careful record of what it
was like to work in the woods when it was still a world
of horse and hand and foot, without power saws, "cats,"
or four-wheel drives. Populated with drunks, loggers,
card sharks, and whores, and set in the small towns and
surrounding trout streams and mountains of western
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Montana, the stories concern themselves with the
complexities of fly fishing, logging, fighting forest
fires, playing cribbage, and being a husband, a son, and
a father. By turns raunchy, poignant, caustic, and
elegiac, these are superb tales which express, in
Maclean's own words, "a little of the love I have for
the earth as it goes by." A first offering from a 70year-old writer, the basis of a top-grossing movie, and
the first original fiction published by the University
of Chicago Press, A River Runs through It and Other
Stories has sold more than a million copies. As Proulx
writes in her foreword to this new edition, "In 1990
Norman Maclean died in body, but for hundreds of
thousands of readers he will live as long as fish swim
and books are made."
Cue 1974
Handbook of Mental Health and Aging Nathan Hantke
2020-04-11 The Handbook of Mental Health and Aging,
Third Edition provides a foundational background for
practitioners and researchers to understand mental
health care in older adults as presented by leading
experts in the field. Wherever possible, chapters
integrate research into clinical practice. The book
opens with conceptual factors, such as the epidemiology
of mental health disorders in aging and cultural factors
that impact mental health. The book transitions into
neurobiological-based topics such as biomarkers, agerelated structural changes in the brain, and current
models of accelerated aging in mental health. Clinical
topics include dementia, neuropsychology, psychotherapy,
psychopharmacology, mood disorders, anxiety,
schizophrenia, sleep disorders, and substance abuse. The
book closes with current and future trends in geriatric
mental health, including the brain functional
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connectome, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
(rTMS), technology-based interventions, and treatment
innovations. Identifies factors influencing mental
health in older adults Includes biological,
sociological, and psychological factors Reviews
epidemiology of different mental health disorders
Supplies separate chapters on grief, schizophrenia,
mood, anxiety, and sleep disorders Discusses biomarkers
and genetics of mental health and aging Provides
assessment and treatment approaches
The National Union Catalog 1957 Constitutes the
quinquennial cumulation of the National union catalog .
. . Motion pictures and filmstrips.
The Perfect Neighborhood Liz Alterman 2022-07-12 Liz
Alterman’s engrossing novel is a thought-provoking read
about the dark side of suburbia and the secrets of
close-knit communities, perfect for fans of Joshilyn
Jackson. When actress and model Allison Langley leaves
her former rockstar husband, Christopher, in the middle
of the night, it’s all her Oak Hill neighbors can talk
about. The gossip comes to an abrupt halt when fiveyear-old Billy Barnes goes missing on his walk home from
kindergarten. Billy’s mother, Rachel, blames herself for
being at work and letting her only child walk alone.
Cassidy, Billy’s teenage babysitter, was also late to
arrive on the afternoon he disappeared and blames
herself for his disappearance. As the clock ticks down,
police are unable to find any trace of Billy, forcing
Rachel to ponder the enemies she’s made in their welloff suburb. Could it be one of her neighbors who stole
her son? Would they abduct Billy to hurt her? How easy
would it be to take a child while the parents or nannies
are distracted? When another child goes missing, the
town is put under a microscope as the police try to get
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to the bottom of the disappearances. Will they be able
to find the two children, or will it be too late? What
secrets lie at the heart of this tragedy, and how far
will one go to keep those dangerous secrets buried?
Jimmy Reid W. W. J. Knox 2019 Described as the best MP
Scotland never had, Jimmy Reid was undoubtedly of the
most important figures of late twentieth-century
Britain. Often at the forefront of the major turning
points in the history of industrial relations and
politics in Britain, Jimmy's story is an epic one; from
a poverty-stricken background in Govan, Glasgow, he
became a communist at a young age, leading a national
strike of engineering apprentices while only twenty,
before being thrown into the national limelight as the
leading spokesperson for the Upper Clyde Shipbuilders
Work-In in 1971-2. Disillusioned with communism he left
the Party for Labour and the centre-left before leaving
them disenchanted with New Labour to join the Scottish
National Party. This enlightening book looks at Jimmy's
political journey from Communism, to Labourism, and
ultimately to Nationalism (a political life in three
acts), which not only speaks of the complexities of left
politics after 1945, but also illuminates our
understanding of institutions and social change in postwar Britain by showing how they were understood and
negotiated by one inspirational individual.
The Bedside Urban Voltaire Jack McLean 2013-08-21 Jack
McLean - aka The Urban Voltaire - was one of the most
original columnists in the Scottish press. In the 1980s
and 1990s he became an institution with a loyal
readership as well as a healthy number of opponents and
critics. This is a compilation ebook edition of his
columns from the Glasgow Herald and The Scotsman and are
guaranteed to entertain, enrage and shock in equal
hopeless-but-not-serious-by-jack-mclean

measure depending on your outlook. Very few subjects
escaped McLean's distinctive penmanship over those two
decades: education, sport, religion, food and women all
find a place in the mix. His writing moves speedily from
affectionate reverie in one paragraph to scathing wit
the next leaving some readers laughing at one moment and
setting with indignation the next. McLean is one of
modern journalism's great stylists, a proponent of the
written word and remains one of Glasgow's most
recognisable icons. Above all he is still great company.
Princeton Alumni Weekly 1947
We Bled Together Dominic Price 2017-11-10 There is no
crime in detecting and destroying in wartime the spy and
informer...I have paid them back in their own coin. Michael CollinsMichael Collins' development of a
formidable intelligence network transformed, for the
first time in history, the military fortunes of the
Irish against the British. The Dublin Brigade of the IRA
was pivotal to this defining strategy. In 1919, Collins
formed members of the brigade into two Special Duties
Units. They eventually joined to form his 'Squad' of
assassins tasked with immobilising British intelligence.
Eyewitness testimonies and war diaries lend immediacy
and insight to this thrilling account of the daring
espionage and killings carried out by both sides on
Dublin's streets. Dominic Price reveals how the IRA
developed Improvised Explosive Devices, and experimented
with chemical weapons in the form of poison gas and
infecting water supplies.When the Civil War erupted, the
devotion of a significant cohort of the Dublin Brigade
to Collins, forged during the darkest of days, was
unbreakable. Many of them, identified here for the first
time, formed the backbone of the Free State in key
intelligence and military roles. While not shying away
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from the revulsions of the Civil War, neither does Price
abandon the brigade's story at its conclusion. As well
as revealing the disenchantment of some, who took part
in the 1924 army mutiny, he exposes the personal horrors
that awaited in peacetime, when psychological trauma was
common. This is the stirring and poignant story of the
human endeavour and suffering at the core of the Dublin
Brigade's fight for Irish freedom.
Jahresbibliographie Massenkommunikation 1996
The Country Gentleman 1871
Halliwell's Film, Video & DVD Guide 2008
The Center Cannot Hold Elyn R. Saks 2007-08-14 A muchpraised memoir of living and surviving mental illness as
well as "a stereotype-shattering look at a tenacious
woman whose brain is her best friend and her worst
enemy" (Time). Elyn R. Saks is an esteemed professor,
lawyer, and psychiatrist and is the Orrin B. Evans
Professor of Law, Psychology, Psychiatry, and the
Behavioral Sciences at the University of Southern
California Law School, yet she has suffered from
schizophrenia for most of her life, and still has
ongoing major episodes of the illness. The Center Cannot
Hold is the eloquent, moving story of Elyn's life, from
the first time that she heard voices speaking to her as
a young teenager, to attempted suicides in college,
through learning to live on her own as an adult in an
often terrifying world. Saks discusses frankly the
paranoia, the inability to tell imaginary fears from
real ones, the voices in her head telling her to kill
herself (and to harm others), as well as the incredibly
difficult obstacles she overcame to become a highly
respected professional. This beautifully written memoir
is destined to become a classic in its genre.
Hopeless But Not Serious Jack McLean 1996 This
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autobiography of Jack McLean chronicles the business of
growing up in Glasgow in the immediate post-war years,
the rock'n'roll era of the Fifties, his time in London
at the height of flower power, the days of student
revolution in the course of which he was sometimes
confidant to the then Labour Front Bench, and not a few
government people as well. He courses through politics,
education, literary days, sex and drugs and playing the
blues.
The New York Times Film Reviews 1999-2000 New York Times
Theater Reviews 2001-12 From the Oscar-winning
blockbustersAmerican BeautyandShakespeare in Loveto
Sundance oddities likeAmerican MovieandThe Tao of Steve,
to foreign films such asAll About My Mother, the latest
volume in this popular series features a chronological
collection of facsimiles of every film review and awards
article published inThe New York Timesbetween January
1999 and December 2000. Includes a full index of
personal names, titles, and corporate names. This
collection is an invaluable resource for all libraries.
Library of Congress Catalog: Motion Pictures and
Filmstrips Library of Congress 1957
Scots at School Northcroft David Northcroft 2019-08-06
What is the defining Scottish experience? The Kirk,
Scots Law, Hampden Park? There are several contenders,
but school is the universal and enduring one. Stories
and myths have clustered around its chief
features:*Pupils as lads o' pairts.*Teachers as
dominies.*The democratic intellect.*The village
skweel.*Hard work, getting on and the power of the
tawse.*Academic excellence and 'sticking in'.Telling the
tale of Scotland's educational experience over the past
250 years, this book draws on the first-hand testimony
of pupils, teachers and parents - with extracts taken
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from biography, local history, journal and oral
interview, along with fascinating contemporary
photographs.The anthologised material is accompanied by
David Northcroft's narrative outlining the history of
the distinctive Scottish school system. By drawing out
key themes of identity, nationalism and 'democracy', he
sets the claims that have traditionally been made for
the system's excellence and independent spirit against
the accounts of people's actual experiences.This
history, enhanced by the personal stories of those
involved, offers the reader a vivid account of the
experience of Scottish schooling.Key Features:*Strong
'nostalgia' market for books of this kind.*Draws on
broad range of personal testimony.*Includes extracts
from Tom Devine, John Galt, Hugh Miller, Magnus
Magnusson, Neil Munro, Alan Spence and T. C. Smout.*Each
section is prefaced with an editorial introduction taken together, they trace the Scottish educational
experience over the past 250 years.
Humanitarianism in the Modern World Norbert Götz
2020-07-31 A fresh look at two centuries of humanitarian
history through a moral economy approach focusing on
appeals, allocation, and accounting.
Overcoming Harm OCD Jon Hershfield 2018-12-01 Don’t let
your thoughts and fears define you. In Overcoming Harm
OCD, psychotherapist Jon Hershfield offers powerful
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and mindfulness tools
to help you break free from the pain and self-doubt
caused by harm OCD. Do you suffer from violent, unwanted
thoughts and a crippling fear of harming others? Are you
afraid to seek treatment for fear of being judged? If
so, you may have harm OCD—an anxiety disorder associated
with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). First and
foremost, you need to know that these thoughts do not
hopeless-but-not-serious-by-jack-mclean

define you as a human being. But they can cause a lot of
real emotional pain. So, how can you overcome harm OCD
and start living a better life? Written by an expert in
treating harm OCD, this much-needed book offers a direct
and comprehensive explanation of what harm OCD is and
how to manage it. You’ll learn why you have unwanted
thoughts, how to identify mental compulsions, and find
an overview of cognitive-behavioral and mindfulnessbased treatment approaches that can help you reclaim
your life. You’ll also find tips for disclosing violent
obsessions, finding adequate professional help, and
working with loved ones to address harm OCD
systemically. And finally, you’ll learn that your
thoughts are just thoughts, and that they don’t make you
a bad person. If you have harm OCD, it’s time to move
past the stigma and start focusing on solutions. This
evidence-based guide will help light the way.
Nightmare Envy and Other Stories George Blaustein
2018-02 Up until the end of World War II, academe in
central Europe showed little interest in American
culture. However, this rapidly changed as American
culture became an increasingly inescapable part of
everyday life in the postwar period. Drawing on a series
of transatlantic encounters in the yearsfollowing 1945,
George Blaustein chronicles how issues like race,
gender, and empire, as they relate to the United States,
became areas of intense interest among members of the
European academy. A major part of Blaustein's book
revolves around the exchange of ideas that took place at
the SalzburgSeminar in American Studies, founded in
1947. Through the period of occupation, the seminar
hosted a who's-who of American and European intellectual
life: figures like F. O. Matthiessen, Margaret Mead,
Alfred Kazin, Saul Bellow, Ralph Ellison, Alain Locke,
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and John Hope Franklin. In four concisechapters,
Nightmare Envy and Other Stories explores how the ruin
of postwar Europe led writers and intellectuals on both
sides of the Atlantic to understand America in new ways.
Nightmare Envy and Other Stories will interest scholars
in the fields of American Studies, postwar intellectual
history,and cultural diplomacy.
The Cultivator & Country Gentleman 1871
Cured Jeff Rediger 2020-03-19 'Ground-breaking. Everyone
should read this book' Bessel van der Kolk, author of
The Body Keeps the Score When it comes to understanding
the connection between our mental and physical health,
we should be looking at the exceptions, not the rules.
Dr Jeff Rediger, a world-leading Harvard psychiatrist,
has spent the last fifteen years studying thousands of
individuals from around the world, examining the stories
behind extraordinary cases of recovery from terminal
illness. Observing the common denominators of people who
have beaten the odds, Dr Rediger reveals the immense
power of our immune system and unlocks the secrets of
the mind-body connection. In Cured, he explains the
vital role that nutrition plays in boosting our immunity
and fighting off disease, and he also outlines how
stress, trauma and identity affect our physical health.
In analysing the remarkable science of recovery, Dr
Rediger reveals the power of our mind to heal our body
and shows us the keys to good health. 'In an era of
incurable chronic diseases causing 60% of all deaths
worldwide, this book provides one potential way out' Dr
Mark Hyman, author of The Blood Sugar Solution 'Seasoned
with the author's penetrating insights about healing,
clearly articulated science and illuminating case
histories, Cured opens genuine vistas of transforming
illness into health' Gabor Maté, author of When the Body
hopeless-but-not-serious-by-jack-mclean

Says No
Hopeless But Not Serious Jack McLean 2013-08-21 In the
early 1950s Sir Winston Churchill met the Irish
politician Sean Lemass, who was later to become
Taoiseach. The great statesman remarked upon the
economic circumstances of Britain at the time. 'The
situation in Great Britain,' quoth Churchill in his most
grandiloquent tones, 'is serious but not hopeless.'
Lemass responded instantly, 'Sure,' he said, 'it's
exactly the opposite in Ireland.' Thus the title for
Jack McLean's autobiography. It is a book about being
born into the new world after the Second World War.
McLean's varied experiences during a time which shifted
from the residue of pre-war attitudes to a change in
global culture are chronicled, as are his relationships
with a large number of the students who are now
household names. McLean is suitably scathing about most
of them. Equally so is his account of the next step in
his career - the turbulent area of education. He entered
this a skilled politico and left a skilled sceptic. His
final retirement from both education and politics was
welcomed by all, not least himself. In this book we
learn about what there was in his life and background to
make him into one of the most polemical journalists to
emerge in the post-war years 'No great task considering
what there is really' said McLean when confronted with
that observation. 'I only write what I've done, or
didn't do at that.' Friend or foe notwithstanding, this
book is about the times in which McLean has so far
lived, along with lots of you out there. He says it's
fairly true as well. Or at least honest.
Emotional Choices Robin Markwica 2018-03-09 Why do
states often refuse to yield to military threats from a
more powerful actor, such as the United States? Why do
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they frequently prefer war to compliance? International
Relations scholars generally employ the rational choice
logic of consequences or the constructivist logic of
appropriateness to explain this puzzling behavior. Max
Weber, however, suggested a third logic of choice in his
magnum opus Economy and Society: human decision making
can also be motivated by emotions. Drawing on Weber and
more recent scholarship in sociology and psychology,
Robin Markwica introduces the logic of affect, or
emotional choice theory, into the field of International
Relations. The logic of affect posits that actors'
behavior is shaped by the dynamic interplay among their
norms, identities, and five key emotions: fear, anger,
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hope, pride, and humiliation. Markwica puts forward a
series of propositions that specify the affective
conditions under which leaders are likely to accept or
reject a coercer's demands. To infer emotions and to
examine their influence on decision making, he develops
a methodological strategy combining sentiment analysis
and an interpretive form of process tracing. He then
applies the logic of affect to Nikita Khrushchev's
behavior during the Cuban missile crisis in 1962 and
Saddam Hussein's decision making in the Gulf conflict in
1990-1 offering a novel explanation for why U.S.
coercive diplomacy succeeded in one case but not in the
other.
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